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Throughout the past three decades the hidden order (HO) problem in URu2Si2 has remained
a “hot topic” in the physics of strongly correlated electron systems with well over 600 publica-
tions related to this subject. Presently in 2014 there has been significant progress in combining
various experimental results embedded within electronic structure calculations using density
functional theory (DFT) to give a consistent description of the itinerant behaviour of the HO
transition and its low temperature state. Here we review six different experiments: ARPES,
quantum oscillations, neutron scattering, RXD, optical spectroscopy and STM/STS. We then
establish the consistencies among these experiments when viewed through the Fermi-surface
nesting, folding and gapping framework as predicted by DFT. We also discuss a group of
other experiments (torque, cyclotron resonance, NMR and XRD) that are more controversial
and are presently in a “transition” state regarding their interpretation as rotational symmetry
breaking and dotriacontapole formation. There are also a series of recent “exotic” experiments
(Raman scattering, polar Kerr effect and ultrasonics) that require verification, yet they of-
fer new insights into the HO symmetry breaking and order parameter. We conclude with
some constraining comments on the microscopic models that rely on localised 5f -U states
and strong Ising anisotropy for explaining the HO transition, and with an examination of
different models in the light of recent experiments.
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1. Introduction
In 1984 a remarkable discovery was made with the observation of superconductivity
in an “antiferromagnetic” uranium-based heavy-fermion compound [1–3]. Now, 30
years later it has become realised that the superconductivity at 1.5 K was of the
unconventional, time-reversal symmetry violating, d-wave type [4, 5]. However, the
putative antiferromagnetism was not of magnetic nature but of a new and unknown
type of non-magnetic, non-structural order, thus the term hidden order was coined.
Initially, enormous efforts were expended in studying the superconductivity and
mysterious HO via the standard bulk type of measurements [6]. It was only when
neutron scattering was brought to bear on the issue that the HO became topical
and transmuted by pressure into a true local-moment antiferromagnet (see [6] and
references therein). The large entropy change of the HO phase transition at T0 =
17.5 K was not a conventional dipolar spin order or a crystal structure modification.
So now research has progressed into 2014 with hope to finally glimpse the novel
order parameter, its symmetry, and the corresponding excitations via a viable
microscopic theory.
Table 1 lists the contemporary, in progress, experiments of the most modern
“cutting edge” methods often for the first time being applied to the heavy-fermion
URu2Si2 [7–44]. This material serves as a test bed for novel heavy-fermion explo-
ration with the use of exotic and expensive techniques. Here in Table 1 we have
neglected the many standard “bulk” thermodynamic, transport and magnetic ex-
periments performed since 1985 [6]. In what follows we will attempt to interrelate
a number of these experiments and illustrate them within the DFT band structure
and Fermi surface (FS) behaviour. Other experiments lie outside this regime and
we will consider them as controversial. In addition very recent “exotic” experiments
are listed in the figure and summarised in Sec. 6. Many of such measurements are
provocative, shedding new light on the symmetry breaking and order parameter of
the HO state, yet they await full confirmation and interpretation.
We compile in Table 2 a section of the large number of theoretical efforts [45–
61] to interpret the HO phase transition through analytic models and calculations.
Note how these have spanned almost 20 years of work. Yet there is no real consensus
as to the correct one. In addition to such theories, Table 3 presents the many
proposals [62–73] for a multipolar HO transition, beginning with the modified
dipole moment antiferromagnetism and extending to rank-5 dotriacontapole. No
one as yet has proposed a monopole. For a further updating into 2014 of the
theoretical efforts and references, see Refs. [60] and [74].
Full explanation, critique and possible validation of theories listed in Tables 2 &
3 are beyond the scope of this review. We will only briefly discuss a relevant theory
according to its relation to the given experiment. Finally, we treat the debate over
the localised description that relies on the experimental realisation of a strong Ising-
like anisotropy in URu2Si2 that even occurs in dilute Th1−xUxRu2Si2. The huge
Ising anisotropy of quasiparticles in URu2Si2 has been emphasised as a hallmark
of localised 5f character [13, 60]. Notwithstanding, here we will illustrate that an
itinerant DFT description can also explain the Ising anisotropy. Continuing along
this line, we examine several recent itinerant models.
2. ARPES & quantum oscillations in comparison with DFT
There has recently been a surge of angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) experimentation on URu2Si2. The first ARPES measurements which
surveyed the temperature dependence upon moving through the HO transition
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were made by Santander-Syro et al. [75]. They claimed to observe the traversal of
a band of heavy quasiparticles through the Fermi level at T0. A series of extended
ARPES measurements followed where now the entire Brillouin zone has been spec-
troscopically covered as the temperature is varied both above and below T0. The
HO state [7] is clearly characterised by a restructuring of the FS at certain regions
of the 3D Brillouin zone. Thus, the emerging picture is that the HO transition
is related to a partial gapping of the FS. Figure 1 shows a representative picture
of the recent Fermi surface ARPES spectroscopy. For the sake of comparison the
DFT band structures are superimposed. Note the good relationship between ex-
periment and theory. For additional details, see the complete ARPES treatment in
this special issue by T. Durakiewicz et al.
Initial de Haas-van Alphen (dH-vA) and Shubnikov-de Haas (S-dH) data have
been available onwards from pioneering work in 1999 [76] onwards with efforts
continuing into the present [13]. The quantum oscillation (QO) experiments are
limited to very low temperatures at significant ranges of applied magnetic field.
With great effort, many FS orbits have been observed and favourably compared not
only with the ARPES FS but also with the DFT FS computed for the LMAF state.
By way of improved experimentation [12] a new variable, viz., hydrostatic pressure,
is now available to track the HO into the large-moment antiferromagnetic (LMAF)
phase. The key result here is that, surprisingly, the Fermi surface is minimally
modified between the two phases HO and LMAF as shown in Fig. 2 (from [12]).
Most importantly, this non-mutated FS then justifies the use of antiferromagnetic
DFT Fermi surface calculations transposed into the non-magnetic HO phase.
As a further check of the efficacy of the DFT band structure model we draw
a comparison between the angular dependence of the orbits determined by S-dH
and those calculated by DFT. Figure 3 shows that the experimental–theoretical
agreement for a number of orbits is excellent [77]. We note, however, that there are
different opinions on what is to be identified as the ε and α branches [34]. Nonethe-
less, it appears that we are now reaching an effective correspondence among the
detailed ARPES and QO results and the DFT calculations. This strongly indicates
that the HO phenomenon is best seen as a gapping of dispersive U-5f bands near
the FS at certain specific regions of the Brillouin zone. To reach this result ARPES
measurements throughout all of k-space are required, a previous difficulty that has
now been eliminated.
3. Neutron scattering, XRS; DFT and crystal symmetry
It was the early neutron diffraction [79, 80] that initiated particular interest in
URu2Si2 and its unusual HO. Already here we learned that (i) The magnetic dipole
scattering (most probably extrinsic) was much too small to explain the large en-
tropy release at the HO phase transition, (ii) There were two unusually sharp
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) modes in the HO state emerging out of longitu-
dinal spin fluctuations appearing at higher temperatures and (iii) No non-singlet
crystal electric field (CEF) levels could be detected. Figures 4 & 5 exhibit a modern
version of the neutron dispersion illustrating these two INS modes [15, 81]. The
commensurate Q0 = [0, 0, 1] mode is related to the strong FS nesting from Γ to Z,
appearing in the body-centred tetragonal normal phase above T0. The nesting and
folding (translating Z downwards to Γ by [0,0,1]) has been predicted by DFT as is
shown in Fig. 6 with FS projected in the basal plane [82]. It is this strong nesting
of the two FS sheets which is believed to cause the HO gapping. Note that this
[0,0,1] mode becomes an elastic Bragg peak when pressure is used to tune the HO
to the LMAF phase. The incommensurate Q1=[1.4,0,0] mode is believed to be due
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to the weaker nesting in the Γ plane [53] that is induced by the strong spin-orbit
coupling as found by DFT that generates a spin-orbit density wave [83]. Q1, which
remains inelastic in the LMAF phase, is the basis of the spin fluctuations above
T0 that because of its gap in HO leads to the removal of the large entropy [81].
Therefore, with the DFT these two INS modes can be given a physical significance
as consequences of the HO state.
After these initiating studies numerous expanding neutron experiments followed.
One of which was a recent study of the magnetisation distribution induced by a
c-axis magnetic field (10 T) using the elastic scattering of polarised neutrons [16].
Various analyses were employed to interpret the subtle shape changes (T>T0 to
T<T0) of the magnetisation density surrounding the U-atoms. The analysis within
a localised 5f2 ionic model led to the supposed fingerprints of a magnetic dotriacon-
tapole (rank-5) as origin of the HO. The totally normal form factor of the scattering
intensity was however not considered; earlier measurements of the neutron form
factor already indicated the absence of a magnetic multipole [84]. Supported by
DFT calculations of Ikeda et al. [72] which predicted a magnetic dotriacontapole,
the announcement of “unveiling” the HO as the freezing of rank-5 multipoles was
made. Very recently, an examination [74] of the magnetic space-groups for URu2Si2
was employed to study the magnetic form factor and analyse the exact properties
of the HO order parameter using the available magnetic neutron scattering am-
plitude. This symmetry analysis, however, discounted the dotriacontapole and all
parity-even, time-odd multipoles. Because the rank-2 non-magnetic quadrupole had
been previously eliminated through x-ray resonant scattering (XRS) [37], only the
parity-odd, time-even (non-magnetic, rank-4) hexadecapole remains as a possible
source for the HO. Since neutron scattering is ineffective here, resonant x-ray Bragg
diffraction is required. Future efforts with these demanding synchrotron multipole
techniques are planned [38].
4. STM/STS, optical conductivity and DFT
In the last few years scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/STS)
measurements have become available assisted by developments of the experimental
procedure of in-situ cleaving a “perfect” surface of URu2Si2 as an art of the science.
Two such studies appeared in 2010 [23, 24] on URu2Si2 as the first wide temper-
ature scans of a heavy-fermion material. These dramatic results inaugurated the
investigations of strongly correlated intermetallic compounds via STM/STS and
at present many new efforts have followed [85]. In Fig. 7 we collect the initial
measurements of Aynajian et al. [23], the first at high temperature, with the slow
opening of the hybridisation gap describable as a Fano resonance. The asymmet-
ric Fano-like lineshape is caused by the two channel tunnelling into the U-layer
due to the surface termination of the cleave. The two channels are a result of
quantum interference between a discrete or local state (tf ) and a continuum of
conduction electron (tc) states. For URu2Si2 in Fig. 7 there is a mixture of the
two: tf results from heavy-fermion bands that are formed well above T0. The en-
ergy scale for this hybridisation crossover is ca. 20 meV. A similar behaviour is
found in the heavy-fermion CeCoIn5 [85] which represents the generic formation
of the coherent HF state through hybridisation of incoherent local f states and
conduction Bloch electron states. At lower temperatures (see Fig. 7) STS tracks
the sudden in temperature opening of the HO gap. ∆HO(T) follows a second-order,
phase-transition behaviour that can be approximated by a BCS-gap temperature
dependence, ∆HO(0) = 5 meV. Note that there are modes or states within the HO
gap that appearer at yet lower temperatures. Accordingly STM/STS clearly indi-
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cates two distinctly different energy gaps: hybridisation and HO. Unfortunately,
the third, superconducting gap below Tc ≈ 1.5 K has not yet been studied.
We remark that STM/STS is a surface technique that must be justified as detect-
ing bulk effects. In contrast, optical spectroscopy directly provides a bulk determi-
nation. Investigations of optical spectroscopy (OS) were begun in 1988 by Bonn et
al. [86]. Although their data are sparse they were able to clearly show the opening
of the HO gap below 17 K of ∼ 6 meV and indications for the hybridisation gap
above T0 of ∼ 15− 20 meV. Recent work has confirmed these effects with system-
atic low frequency and temperature data. Figure 8 displays the anisotropic slow
opening of the hybridisation gap for optical conductivity measurements parallel
to the a and c axes [29]. Note there are clear observations of hybridisation effects
at 34 K and anisotropy in the gap structure as a function of energy. Additional
experiments that confirm the existence of a hybridisation gap above T0 as distinct
from a HO gap are given by the OS of Guo et al. [30]. The hybridisation gap is
sometimes related to a different gap, a pseudogap [22], which has been proposed
to occur below about 25 K [87]. Such pseudogap was suggested by recent PCS
measurements [40] that detected the onset of gap below 27 K, but could hardly
observe any notable change at T0. Recent PCS studies using a soft contact however
detected only a change in the differential conductance with an onset at T0 [39].
Figure 8 shows the real part of the optical conductivity within the temperature
region 4 to 25 K with measured data down to 2 meV (16 cm−1) and with the
light polarised along a and c axes [31]. As is seen the evolution of the HO gap is
preceded (as ω is decreased) by a density-wave-like maximum. The extrapolation
of the Drude peak (dashed lines) to ω → 0 is estimated by the dc conductivity end
point. The interesting result here is the observation of a multiple-gap structure
in the HO phase, the values of which correspond roughly to those found from
other techniques, e.g., STS and neutron scattering, 3 to 5 meV. The origin of the
multi-gap HO formation is unclear at present but it is certainly a bulk effect.
Nevertheless, both of these distinctly different (surface vs. bulk) techniques lead
to the same global conclusion. Namely, the HF state is formed by electron-electron
interactions leading to hybridisation and incorporation of the magnetic spins into a
heavy Fermi liquid with loss of local magnetic moments, at a temperature consider-
ably above T0. Or complementary, there is the Kondo-lattice compensation which
blots out the local magnetic moment. Such behaviour appears generic in the many
HF materials and acts as a precursor to the generation of a unique ground state.
For URu2Si2 this state is the HO phase formed mysteriously out of the heavy-Fermi
liquid. Therefore, STS and OS nicely agree with each other and are both related
to the DFT FS and gapping predictions.
5. Controversial experiments and theory
A remarkable series of “never-tried-before” experiments on HF materials were car-
ried out by the Kyoto group on URu2Si2 [33, 34, 88, 89]. The first one was torque
measurements, τ = M ×H, obtained by rotating an applied basal-plane magnetic
field H and tracking the torque τ of the field-induced magnetisation M = χ ·H
in the basal plane as a function of angle, ϕ, see Fig. 9. If there is no off-diagonal
susceptibility χab, M ||H and τ = 0, but here there is indeed a crystal-symmetry
breaking anisotropy observed. When a full rotation 360◦ was accomplished the
expected 4-fold symmetry of the tetragonal lattice (two equivalent orthonormal
axes of anisotropy) changed to 2-fold symmetry (a single uniaxial anisotropy) in
the HO state as detected by the torque oscillations. Specifically, the torque data
reveal rotational symmetry breaking, i.e. χab 6= 0 in the HO state. Figure 9 also
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shows the torque traces as a function of temperature. Note the torque amplitude
should be proportional to the volume. In Fig. 10 the slowly developing 2ϕ torque is
displayed as a function of temperature, here the crystal sizes are indicated and the
2ϕ amplitude is normalised per volume in m3. Figure 10 did not have the expected
order parameter vs. temperature dependence and there was no torque detected for
large crystals [33, 88].
Fourier analysis of the torque curves indicated a 2ϕ oscillation increase as the
temperature was lowered below T0. Yet the 4ϕ oscillations persisted and increased
into the HO. Nevertheless the conclusion of the torque measurement was a breaking
of 4-fold symmetry, which was attributed to spin nematicity. This stimulated much
theory; models were developed along the lines of spin nematic order [57], multipolar
order (specifically, dotriacontapole [72], E-type quadrupole [70], antiferro octupole
[90]), modulated spin liquid [56], and circulating spin-charge currents in the basal
plane [82] as the cause of fourfold or rotational symmetry breaking. The main
conundrum with the experiment lay in the torque magnitude (not ∝ volume) only
being found in tiniest of crystals. This behaviour then postulated a domain effect
that required 50% of the ≈ micron-size domains to be aligned along [110] and the
other 50% along [11¯0], thus cancelling in all but the smallest crystals [33]. However,
the question remains: what is causing the domains, a return back to two sources
of uniaxial anisotropy? Further, how can the domains be detected on such a fine
scale? With fine beam-size synchrotron radiation (50µm) resonant elastic magnetic
and crystalline Bragg-peak diffraction is presently being attempted to determine
if the domains are related to the appearance of “puddles” of LMAF regions [91].
In a second attempt to validate the two-fold symmetry and domain formation,
cyclotron resonance experiments (for the first time on a HF material) were per-
formed on URu2Si2 in the HO state [34, 89]. Cyclotron resonance (CR) measures
the effective mass m∗CR of the conduction electrons moving along extremal orbits of
the FS. Here m∗CR = eHCR/ω and the various electron pockets can be established
by determining the resonance lines of m∗CR as a function of frequency, field and
angle, thereby enabling a comparison with QO and DFT. Although CR and QO
do not yield identical masses, a reasonably good agreement was first established
between CR and QO for the existence of a few large volume pockets, and also those
predicted from DFT [34]. Figure 16 shows m∗CR for various pockets as the field is
rotated from the c-direction into the basal plane, and around the basal plane, and
finally back to c [001].
A particular sharp resonant line is the α branch. By field rotation of this branch
one can clearly follow its splittings. In the basal plane, [100] to [110], CR showed
a sharp and robust two-fold splitting of the α line moving from [100] to [110]
where the largest scattering rate occurred. Note that this branch was denoted as
ε in other works [77]. Moreover, for the QO there was a three-fold splitting that
disappeared with a small field rotation out of the basal plane. By taking [110] as a
“hot spot”, possible a FS gapping direction, a detailed study of the α pocket for all
directions through [110] was performed. The m∗CR resonances showed an increase at
45◦ ([110]) and 135◦ ([11¯0]). Here one would not expect the second increase if only
[11¯0] domains were present since the cyclotron orbit does not intersect the [110]
hot spots. This, thus, is the argumentation for coexistence of distinctly differently
oriented domains: (i) the two-fold α-band splitting and (ii) the distinct resonance
at [11¯0]. So here a dispute exists between QO and CR which must be ironed out
by the experts of these two experimental methods.
Presently there is further controversy regarding the question: can XRD detect the
lattice distortions related to the proposed four- to twofold symmetry breaking. The
Kyoto team using high-resolution X-ray diffraction of a synchrotron beam at high
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angles has found a weak indication of a Bragg peak splitting into the HO phase,
expressed as an orthorhombicity of the order of 10−5 [35]. The Sapporo group,
however, using a more sensitive backscattering synchrotron method has found no
signature of lattice distortions ∆a/a down to a lower limit of 3 × 10−5 [36]. As
above, there is sufficient disagreement between the two different XRD methods to
extract conclusive evidence for a symmetry-breaking lattice effect.
Another experimental technique brought to bear on the HO symmetry breaking
and putative domain formation was 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The
JAEA-Tokai group [20] using 29Si spectra measured the Knight shift and the NMR
linewidth with basal-plane field rotation over angle θ, both above and below T0.
NMR should be insensitive to the domains since it probes microscopically the local
nuclear sites. By assuming a priori the 2-fold symmetry breaking and domains of
[110] and [11¯0] orientation, an analysis was drawn with the NMR data. The Knight
shift remained constant with θ, and thus was unable to detect 2-fold symmetry
or domains. However, the angular variation of the linewidths, Lorentzian fitted,
displayed a trough at 45◦ below 10 K. This was explained to arise from the presence
of a domain structure at [110]. Further analyses revealed similar “sharp minima” at
θ = 45(1+2n)◦ where 135◦ corresponding to [11¯0]. The amplitude of these linewidth
oscillations increases linearly into the HO state with a cos(2θ) dependence, i.e.,
a 4-fold symmetry of the troughs. When this amplitude was compared to that
estimated from a mono-domain torque susceptibility measurement [33], the NMR
macroscopic susceptibility anisotropy was found to be 15 times less. Kambe et al.’s
[20] interpretation was “the intrinsic twofold anisotropy ... decreases with increasing
sample size” and is not the primary order parameter, but an accompanying order
parameter. This then begs the question, after all these excellent experiments, what
are then the primary order parameter of HO and its symmetry breaking.
6. New “exotic” experiments, relation to theory
We list a series of on-going experiments which need to be fully confirmed and in-
terpreted. First, there arises the question, does the HO state break time-reversal
symmetry (TRS)? The recent NMR experiments of Takagi et al. [21] as well as
older NMR measurements of Bernal et al. [92] and muon spin-rotation measure-
ments of Amato et al. [93] say yes. A tiny linewidth broadening is still found on
the best crystals; although this broadening is greatly reduced from Bernal’s ini-
tial NMR results [94]. On the other hand, recent very sensitive polar Kerr effect
(PKE) measurements of Kapitulnik et al. [32] cannot find any magnetic evidence
of TRS breaking (TRSB) on the finest of scales in the HO phase. However, when
superconductivity appears (T .Tc) there is a small PKE rotation. Thus, they
claim TRSB occurs due to superconductivity but not in the HO, which in itself
is an extraordinary discovery. The apparent contradicting conclusions of PKE and
NMR measurements might stem from the fact that PKE would trace a net ferro-
magnetic magnetisation, whereas NMR tracks a local magnetisation, which can be
in a staggered compensating arrangement. Among the theories, TRSB is a clear
division line. Multipolar theories such as quadrupolar or hexadecapolar order say
no to TRSB, whereas octupolar or dotriacontapolar say yes. The recent hastatic
order theory [60] is based upon double TRSB.
Several recent theories [72, 73], including this hastatic order model [60] further
predict the appearance of an in-basal-plane magnetic moment. The appearance
of a small in-plane moment would explain the torque measurements of Okazaki
et al. [33]. However, three most recent neutron diffraction experiments [17–19] do
not observe any in-plane magnetism down to a factor of at least 10 less than
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the theoretically predicted value. Also the bulk magnetisation measurements of
Pfleiderer et al. [95] within their sensitivity find no in-plane magnetisation.
New experimental searches for the HO symmetry, order parameter and elemen-
tary excitations include electronic Raman scattering [28] where a unique A2g mode
has been detected and is presently under interpretation. Resonance ultrasonics [42]
has detected the lattice softening and HO transition in certain elastic moduli and
is awaiting a model description. And finally low-field ESR has been unable to find
a resonance mode [96]. Accordingly, the experimental efforts continue unabated
with explorations of new methods that offer genetic proving grounds for strongly
correlated electron systems, i.e. far beyond the HO problem. Thus far, most ex-
periments have only a tenuous relationship to a given theory, so as yet the proper
theory has not been confirmed by a collection of experiments to the satisfaction of
the HO community.
7. Localizes vs. itinerant description of Ising anisotropy
Actinide 5f electrons exhibit a dual nature, i.e., they can be atomiclike and lo-
calised or hybridised and bandlike. Following this dichotomy numerous proposed
theories are based on the assumption of localised 5f behaviour from the outset. In
contrast, other, different theories start from the assumption of itinerant 5f elec-
trons. Although somewhat disputed, most of the experimental data appeared thus
far to be compatible with delocalised 5f character in URu2Si2. Specifically CEF
excitations archetypical of localised 5f levels could not be detected (see [6] for a
discussion). However, recent QO experiments reported evidence for localised 5f
character [13]. For one of the QO branches a g-factor anisotropy (gc/ga) exceeding
30 was estimated. This implies that the near-Fermi energy quasiparticles would
exhibit a giant Ising anisotropy. Such Ising anisotropy would conceivably support
the picture of localised 5f states in a CEF. Conversely, for bandlike electrons, in
general, a g-factor of two with little anisotropy is expected and would definitely
seem to disqualify itinerant 5f behaviour [13].
The Ising anisotropy is an unique property of URu2Si2 whose importance to the
HO had previously not been sufficiently realised. This extreme magnetic anisotropy
is a central element of the hastatic order theory in which a local 5f2 doublet in-
duces the Ising character [60]. This scenario of a localised CEF doublet explains
the Ising behaviour, but for other CEF schemes, e.g., the two CEF singlets invok-
ing hexadecapolar order [63, 67], Ising anisotropy is unproven. Surprisingly recent
relativistic DFT calculations [97] showed that the bandlike 5f electrons in URu2Si2
exhibit a colossal Ising behaviour, a property which is truly exceptional for itiner-
ant electrons. In Fig. 11 the calculated Ising anisotropy of the total moment on one
of the U atoms is shown; it vanishes steeply for directions away from the c-axis.
The origin of the unique Ising anisotropy is a combination of the peculiar FS nest-
ing and the strong spin-orbit interaction of uranium. Hence, both the localised 5f2
doublet [60, 98] and DFT band-structure model can explain the Ising anisotropy;
for other models of HO such must be demonstrated.
8. A confrontation of recent models
By surveying the remaining viable theories, it is evident that although the hastatic
order model can explain the Ising anisotropy, the predicted in-plane magnetic mo-
ment could not be observed. If the 5f2 CEF multiplets would instead consist of
two singlets, there would still be the possibility of having hexadecapolar order as
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proposed by several authors [67, 71]. As mentioned above, XRS is possibly the
only way to definitely approve or disprove this rank-4 nonmagnetic multipole. As
already mentioned, the recent neutron diffraction analysis [74] gave no evidence for
the presence of any magnetic multipole.
Several recent “itinerant models” assume bandlike 5f states near the Fermi en-
ergy, in conjunction with a FS instability mechanism that causes a FS gapping
[53, 55, 56, 58, 59, 72, 73, 82]. As mentioned above, the in-plane magnetic moment
predicted by Ikeda et al. [72] and Rau and Kee [73] could not be confirmed by neu-
tron measurements. Another distinction, which comes into the play, is what the
nesting vector is which drives the FS instability. The models of Dubi and Balatsky
[55] and Das [59] adopt the incommensurate spin-fluctuations wave vector Q1 as
decisive nesting vector, whereas several other models are based on the commensu-
rate wave vector Q0 as the key folding vector [53, 72, 73, 82]. Note that the model
of Riseborough et al. [58] only assumes that there exists an otherwise unspecified
nesting vector. Meanwhile in 2014 it has been demonstrated through various exper-
iments (ARPES, QO) [7, 12] that in the HO phase the body-centred translational
symmetry is broken, i.e. there is commensurate Q0 folding of the Brillouin zone
in the HO phase. Evidently, in the neighbouring LMAF phase both TRS and the
body-centred translation symmetry are broken. As no distinctions between the HO
and LMAF FSs have been detected so far, this might suggests that in HO both
TRS and body-centred translation are broken. TRSB in the HO – though not gen-
erally agreed – would be consistent with recent NMR measurements [21], but not
with PKE measurements [32]. However, one would expect an additional symme-
try breaking which distinguishes the HO from the LMAF phase. This could be
the proposed small orthorhombicity [35] or in-plane rotational symmetry breaking
[33]; both have been reported but verifications via independent experiments are
necessary.
The order parameters proposed in several of the recent itinerant models [58, 59,
72, 82] have a generic form, O ∝ 〈∑nαnβk f †nαkΣfnβk±Q0〉. Here there is a “pairing
amplitude” between f electrons in the two nested bands indexed by nαk and nβk′
and Σ details the interaction operator. The problem of the HO is thus reduced
to two f electrons in two doubly-degenerate nested bands. DFT calculations [82]
showed furthermore that the relevant bands are formed from the j = 5/2 manifold
and have only doubly-degenerate jz = ±5/2 or jz = ±3/2 character when one
considers Q0 nesting (but for nesting over Q1 the relevant states have jz = ±3/2
and jz = ±1/2 character [59]). In the case of the dotriacontapole proposed by Ikeda
et al. [72], both states are assumed to have only jz = ±5/2 character and, as they
emphasised, only a rank-5 momentum operator Σ can couple between jz = +5/2
and jz = −5/2. In the spin-orbit density wave model of T. Das [59] the operator
describes a simultaneous lowering of the orbital index ` → ` − 1 and increase of
spin index σ → σ + 1; thus, there is no net change of the total magnetic moment
(spin and orbital part), which would explain why HO is so difficult to detect with
modern probes of magnetism.
The models of Oppeneer et al. [82] and Riseborough et al. [58] are both based
on a two-electron – two-orbital rearrangement, schematically shown in Fig. 12.
Although the model of Riseborough et al. [58] is originally a spin-only model, it
can be reformulated for two states with jz character. The proposed two-particle
rearrangement is such that the total ∆jz = 0, i.e., there is no detectable magnetic
moment change. Oppeneer et al. [82] assumed dynamical symmetry breaking (i.e.,
frequency-odd pairing), in which there is an alternating longitudinal moment ex-
citation mode which has an antiferro sense on the two U atoms in the unit cell.
One of the U atoms undergoes an oscillating ∆jz = ±2-excitation and the other U
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atom undergoes an antiparallel ∆jz = ∓2 excitation, making the total ∆jz vanish
at all times (see Fig. 12). Concomitantly there is a charge-spin current oscillating
around each U atom, leading to a nonzero pxpy − pypx mode with A2g symme-
try. Validation or rejection of the various recent models is not easy, as this will
require dedicated systematic experiments. Such efforts will be required for finally
establishing the nature of the iconic hidden order.
9. Conclusions
After nearly three decades of research the origin of the enigmatic HO phase in
URu2Si2 has not yet been unambiguously resolved, at least not to the extent of it
being widely accepted as to its origin. Nonetheless, in the last few years remarkable
progress has been made. Ultra-pure single crystals have been grown, providing
more precise data sets than ever before. New experimental techniques have been
brought to bear on the problem, leading to a deepened understanding of properties
of the HO and superconducting phases and even revealing unexpected aspects., e.g.,
nodes in the superconducting gap and unusual Raman modes. Also, the last few
years saw areas of convergence on features of the HO. For example, Fermi surface
cross-sections measured with ARPES [7] and with dH-vA and S-dH techniques
[12, 13, 76]. The developed FS picture is moreover consistent with DFT electronic
structure calculations. This implies that, at least the near Fermi-energy states out
of which the HO develops are now known. The correspondence between the DFT
result and the measured Fermi surface lends credibility to the emerging picture of
the HO as a FS reconstruction out of delocalised 5f states. Whilst this is gratifying
it doesn’t yet illuminate the hidden mechanism or driving force leading to the gap
formation.
Several new possible features of the HO have moved into the forefront. The unex-
pected discovery of orthorhombicity connected with nematicity in the basal plane
[33, 35] has drawn much attention. Validation of orthorhombicity and nematicity
in the HO are key milestones for the near future. Results of other recent mea-
surements such as PKE, elasto-resistivity and electronic Raman scattering are yet
to be confronted with current theories of the HO, possibly narrowing further the
spectrum of viable models. Although this will require further research in the near
future, the recently-achieved convergence on current understanding of the HO gives
hope that its final unveiling is drawing near.
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Table 1. Summary of ongoing contemporary experiments to characterise the heavy fermion precursor, the HO
transition and the HO and superconducting states of URu2Si2.
Angular resolved photoemission (ARPES) [7–11]
Quantum oscillations (QO) [12–14]
Elastic and inelastic neutron scattering [15–19]
Nuclear magnetic and quadrupolar resonance (NMR, NQR) [20–22]
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS) [23, 24]
Ultrafast time-resolved ARPES and reflection spectroscopy [25, 26]
Phononic Raman [27] and electronic Raman spectroscopy [28]
Optical spectroscopy [29–31]
Polar Kerr effect [32]
Magnetic torque measurements [5, 33]
Cyclotron resonance [34]
X-ray diffraction [35, 36]
X-ray resonant scattering (XRS) [37, 38]
Point contact spectroscopy (PCS) [39–41]
Resonance ultrasonics [42]
Core-level spectroscopy (XAS, EELS) [43]
Elasto-resistivity [44]
Table 2. Summary of analytic theories and models proposed to explain the HO, with an emphasise on the recent
contributions. For proposals of specific multipolar magnetic order on the U ions, see Table 3.
Barzykin & Gorkov (1995) three-spin correlations [45]
Kasuya (1997) uranium dimerisation [46]
Ikeda & Ohashi (1998) d-spin density wave [47]
Okuno & Miyake (1998) CEF & quantum fluctuations [48]
Chandra et al. (2002) orbital currents [49]
Viroszek et al. (2002) unconv. spin density wave [50]
Mineev & Zhitomirsky (2005) staggered spin density wave [51]
Varma & Zhu (2006) helicity (Pomeranchuk) order [52]
Elgazzar et al. (2009) dynamical symmetry breaking [53]
Kotetes et al. (2010) chiral d-density wave [54]
Dubi & Balatsky (2011) hybridization wave [55]
Pepin et al. (2011) modulated spin liquid [56]
Fujimoto (2011) spin nematic order [57]
Riseborough et al. (2012) unconv. spin-orbital density wave [58]
Das (2012) spin-orbital density wave [59]
Chandra et al. (2013) hastatic order [60]
Hsu & Chakravarty (2013) singlet-triplet d-density wave [61]
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Table 3. Summary of proposals for a specific multipolar magnetic ordering on the uranium ion to explain the
HO, with an emphasise on the recent contributions. Note that different symmetries are possible for high-rank
multipoles, therefore some kind of multipoles appear more than once.
Nieuwenhuys (1987) dipole (21) order [62]
Santini & Amoretti (1994) quadrupolar (22) order [63]
Kiss & Fazekas (2005) octupolar (23) order [64]
Hanzawa & Watanabe (2005) octupolar order [65]
Hanzawa (2007) incommensurate octupole [66]
Haule and Kotliar (2009) hexadecapolar (24) order [67]
Cricchio et al. (2009) dotriacontapolar (25) order [68]
Harima et al. (2010) antiferro quadrupolar order [69]
Thalmeier & Takimoto (2011) E(1, 1)-type quadrupole [70]
Kusunose & Harima (2011) antiferro hexadecapole[71]
Ikeda et al. (2012) E−-type dotriacontapole [72]
Rau & Kee (2012) E-type dotriacontapole [73]
Ressouche et al. (2012) dotriacontapolar order [16]
LMAF
X M
Γ
Σ	

M
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 1. (a) ARPES spectral weight measured in the kz = 0 (Γ) plane at the Fermi energy (EF) for
T=12 K, after Meng et al. [7]. The superimposed DFT calculated FS cross-sections (light blue lines)
[53] for the nonmagnetic phase are also shown. (b) DFT computed FS cross-sections of the LMAF phase
in the simple tetragonal Brillouin zone. Note the lack of intensity in the [110] (Σ) directions indicating
the opening of an energy gap. (c) Enlarged view of the ARPES intensity around the M point (yellow),
with superimposed DFT cross-section (red dotted lines). The structure reveals two overlaying pockets,
evidencing thus downfolding over Q0 = [0 0 1] in the HO.
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Figure 2. Shubnikov-de Haas measurements of quantum oscillations in URu2Si2 at 35 mK. (a) Fast Fourier
transforms (FFT) of the S-dH oscillations showing the FFT amplitude vs. FS extremal area frequencies at
two different pressures and magnetic fields of 5 to 8 T. (b) Pressure dependence of the FFT frequencies,
and (c) of the effective masses m?. Note the limited modifications in both quantities upon crossing the
critical (HO to LMAF) pressure, Px. After Hassinger et al. [12].
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Figure 3. Top panels: Angular dependence of various FS branches, obtained from S-dH quantum oscillation
measurements (left panel from Shishido et al. [78], right panel from Hassinger et al. [12]). Bottom panels:
The DFT calculated FS (left) and the DFT calculation of the angular dependence of the extremal branches
[82]. There is an overall good agreement between QO measurements and DFT calculations.
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Figure 4. Intensity plot of inelastic neutron scattering at T= 1.5 K. Bright colours give the reciprocal
space cone-like dispersions of two sharp resonant modes at Q0 = [1, 0, 0] and at Q0 = [1± 0.4, 0, 0]. After
Wiebe et al. [81].
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Figure 5. Inelastic neutron scattering measurement of the commensurate longitudinal magnetic resonance
at Q0 at 1.5 K. Apart from the sharp resonance there is a quasi-elastic continuum persisting to higher
energies. After Bourdarot et al. [15].
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Figure 6. Fermi surface nesting of two bands labeled 1 and 2 in the bct Brillouin zone. (a) FS cross-section
in the kz = 0 plane with “hot spot” line indicated by kh and high-symmetry line indicated by kx. (b) A
Brillouin zone cross-section of kh − kz shows that nearly perfect nesting over Q0 of the two FS sheets is
present at the low-symmetry hot spot line. (c) A kx − kz cross-section shows that a poorer nesting of the
two sheets occurs along the high-symmetry kx direction. After Oppeneer et al. [82].
Figure 7. (A) Topographic STM image showing atomically ordered Si-terminated surface. (B) Tunneling
spectroscopy conductance vs. voltage measured for several temperatures above T0, and (C) below T0.
(D) The averaged conductance at low temperatures showing that the electronic density of states exhibits
additional features in the HO gap. After Aynajian et al. [23].
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Figure 8. Optical conductivity spectrum measured for several temperatures and with light polarisation
E || a and E || c. Left panels: high-temperature results from Levallois et al. [29]. Right panels: low temper-
ature results from Hall et al. [31]. Top panel is for E || a and bottom panel for E || c.
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic of torque set-up with field rotation in the basal plane and torque in c-direction.
(b) Top panel: Measured angular dependence of the torque τ for several temperatures; Middle and bottom
panels: decomposition of the torque in 2ϕ and 4ϕ contributions. After Okazaki et al. [33] and Shibauchi
and Matsuda [88].
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Figure 10. Torque amplitude per volume (m2) vs. temperature measured on URu2Si2 single crystals of
different size [33, 88]. The amplitude should be proportional to the volume of the crystal. However, the
large single crystal shows no torque effect. Only the tiny crystal exhibits the clear upturn below T0. This
behaviour has led to the proposal of [110] and [11¯0] domains in the HO [33].
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Figure 11. Ising anisotropy in URu2Si2 from DFT calculations. The spin magnetic moment is given as a
function of the polar angle θ, for two directions in the unit cell, [001]→ [100] and [001]→ [110]. The inset
shows the magnitude of the computed spin moment as function of its direction in 3D. After Werwin´ski et
al. [97]
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Figure 12. Schematics of the two electron rearrangements in the two nested-bands model of URu2Si2. The
nested band states |1〉 and |2〉 have different symmetry jz = ±5/2 and ±3/2, respectively, and because
of symmetry protection they cannot hybridise to open a FS gap. Left side: A two-particle – two-orbital
hopping can occur (cf. [58]), which is distinct on the two uranium atoms and breaks spontaneously the
body-centred lattice symmetry; there is no momentum change on any U atom. Right side: the dynamical
symmetry breaking model [82] in which dynamical electron hopping induces an Ising-like excitation with
∆jz = ±2 occurs on one U atom, while simultaneously an antiferromagnetic excitation with ∆jz = ∓2
occurs on the other U atom, resulting in a total ∆jz = 0 at all time.
